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Another Day
Kina Grannis

Capo- 5

 G      D/F#                           Em7
Boy wakes up to face the facts
             D/F#          C       G      
Not a moment to relax
D/F#
Another day
G                         D/F#                  Em7
Gets he and his sister both to school
            D/F#           C         G
Riding on another rule
D/F#
Another day

G              D/F#      Em7
Boy is working constantly
                D/F#               C       G
Trying to hold up his family
D/F# 
Another day

G                     D/F#                Em7
His selfless acts consume his life
                    D/F#                     C       G    
And yet he goes on without strife
D/F# 
Another day

(continue with the same chords throughout the rest of the song)

G D/F# Em7 D/F# C G D/F# ( the chords)

Another day

Come on world

Throw another battle in my life

It hurts, but I ve learned it makes me stronger

Come on world

Give me all you got and I ll pull through



Love is my fuel

And I won t be losing that any time soon

Daddy s slowly wearing down
Boy jumps up to help him around
Another day
Momma s body s aching too
She s been so tired, but she pulls through
Another day

Don t waste your tears on what has come
Or what must be
Use your efforts toward a cause
And what you ll see
Is things are better
When you re stronger and happy

This life s not fair at all for him
But still he sacrifices on a whim
Another day
Keeps up a smile and peace of mind
Just hoping for a better time
Another day

Come on world
Throw another battle in my life
It hurts, but I ve learned it makes me stronger
Come on world
Give me all you got and I ll pull through
Love is my fuel
And I won t be losing that any time soon


